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Evolution of a Human Ecology Curriculum from Home Economics:

A Proposal for High Schools

The mission behind this report was narrow and specific: to assess the

course content, objectives, and methodology in Child Development in terms

of relevance to students at Seattle's Garfield High School. It was under-

taken as part of a larger project in Consumer and Homemaking Education

funded by the Seattle Public Schools which began in April 1970 with con-

sultants working with teachers and students at Garfield, and ends in

August with teachers and consultants planning the curriculum for four

aemester courses to be taught 1970-71: Consumer Education I and II, and

Human Development and Relationships I and II. The motivation behind the

project is much more difficult to define, but the "socio-economically

&iadvantaged" character of Garfield's student body was mentioned several

times in the project proposal with the implication that particularly die-

advantaged youth need courses in consumer education and child development.

Primarily two factors lie behind the global nature of this evaluative

report. First, it did not take a very long time to discover that Garfield's

lagging enrollment in Child Development had nothing to do with the "content,

objectives, and methodology" adopted by the teacher. Because the course

is taught in the setting of a real preschool with students involved with

head teacher, parent coordinator, parents, two through four-year-olds in

addition to their Garfield instructor, it represents a model training

laboratory in human behavior. Secondly. however, the assignaent was

accepted with the understanding that this course could only be studied with-

in the total situation Which is Garfield and that perhaps much of home-

making education needed overhauling. Thus, rather than nit-pick at Child
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Development or expound on social-psychological theories which might explc.in

Garfield's malfunctioning, it seemed much more responsible to focus on the

future direction of home economics in secondary education.

Home Economics at Garfield. Data in the form of written classroom

observations in all kinds of classes and student surveys were gathered by

four University of Washington (UW) undergraduates, three in psychology,

one in home economics.
1

The survey was administered to 54 home ec students

without knowledge of their names and concentrated on reasons for interest

(or lack thereof) in the home economics curriculum. Fourteen students had

completed Child Development at Garfield;there were 42 females, 12 males;

44 students were black, 7 white, 3 oriental. Theis mean age was 17 and

there were 24 seniors, 17 juniors, and 13 sophomores.

Given that home economics is considered by the State of Washington

to be vocational education, it is noteworthy that the least given reason

for being enrolled in a home ec class wes "it will definitely help me get

a job in that field." Students were primarily in home se because it was

''useful nersonally:' With respect to a host of reasons for taking child

development specifically, not one student gave "to get a job working with

children." Those taking the course said they did so because they got

aloig well with children; those not in the course speculated that students

took child development out of pure interest in the subject matter. And why

do more students not take child development? 'They're just not interested"

occurred again and again. When possible reasons for lack of interest were

1
Research assistants: Wanda Hackett, Benjamin Johnson, Kurt Johnson,

Vintonne Heiden, Deanna Sneed
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presented, the fourteen chill development students said the most important

reason was that it "is a course for women," while the rest of the sample

thought the location across at Horace Mann School discouraged enrollment.

To a lesser extent they mentioned that the information about the course

was poorly written up and, in fact, those not in the course had little

memory for the description given in the Program Planning Guide, October

1969. While there was significantly greater interest in day care and

nursery school jobs among those who had had child development, it is

important to realize that a majority (30 of the 514) of the group would not

work in this area even if Lair services were in great demand.

Backing up the evidence from observations in regard to the highly

satisfactory teaching of the child development course, these students were

unanimous in feeling that it had been 'very enjoyable" and near unanimity

in the conviction that it had been 'very useful' in preparing them to be

preschool teacher's assistants. The most often given recommendation for

the future was that students have a greater role in planning and teaching

the course. Hiring male and female student assistants in the summer when

teachers are hired to plan the next year, and during the year to share

teaching duties, is highly recommended. Having students write brief mg-

gentions is a class assignment cannot really be called 'student involvement."

Inasmuch as all 54 students were enrolled in at least one of the eight

home ec courses given at Garfield sprint, 91 1.1 is not surprising to find

this group significantly preferring home ec to ,academic courses (English,

American history, music, biology, and mathzIatics). Nonetheless, the stereo-

type which appeared earlier, that child development was thought to be a

course for women, appeared again with regard to the issue of who should take
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home economics. Male students significantly more than femalec thought it

should just be required of women. Only one female student agreed; the rest

of the women said it should be required of both sexes (22) or not required

of anyone (27).

With regard to why their friends had dropped out of Garfield, these

students gave decline in interest as the first reason for males, second for

females. The second most cited reason among male dropouts was that they

had to get a job to support their families, and the most cited reason

among female dropouts was pregnancy. The last item of the survey lends

support to the notion that Garfield teachers are held in high regard (par-

ticularly they were felt to be intelligent and unprejudiced) and have little

to do personally with the waning interest in school so apparent in so many

ways.

Many hours of observation in child development classes .xonfirmed

the methods adopted for teaching by the Garfield instru'tor w-11 Seattle

Community College preschool head teacher. The week-by-week children's

curriculum devised to introduce new materials to build on previous materials

was available to students so that they could plan their individual partici-

pation in preschool accordingly. Giving siudents responsibility for the

operation of the preschool was probably the est all-round method but even

more real responsibility is recommee' h'1 observers repo ,:'d that students

felt there was nothing for them to do when patent_ attended. Unless students

are trusted, they will not learn that they are trustworthy but the opposite.

The teacher's tactic of instructing before and after preschool, gently relating

her lesson to recent interaction between students and children, was excellent
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as was her continuous quest for new and interesting experiences and assignments

for students. Initially field trips should be taken by teacher and students

until self-reliance replaces fear of strange places and people far removed

from the central community. The absence of a 5-year old lesson plan plod-

dingly being repeated was an asset. Inasmuch as different preschool curri-

cula exist for regular students and the culturally disadvantaged, one feature

of future courses is that students can see several of these programs in

Seattle and learn how different curricula are judged as to their effects.

Harrison Early Childhood Education classes, for example, are to use the

three programs from Ypsilanti: cognitively-oriented, language training

(Bereiter-Eng,emann), and unit-based.

All teachers it hone economics neglected to visit homes and work with

parents--specifications of vocational education teachers. The reasons

seem to be fear of physical halm visiting in the surrounding community and

uncertainty about the purpose of the visits or what was to be accomplished

with parents. Until teachers can develop some utility in home visitation,

they should not avbitl,rily be expected to comply. Good use of the time

presently would be to have l'ats ec staff observe and constructively critique

each other, which mig'It rlke t,,cm feel more of a team.

Reasons for 11Y.1 Enrollr.nt in Child Development. If thy. problem is

not lack of course relevances to the disadvantaged, then what is it It is

the same thing 1,v-en with r)bt ci%y high schools across the country. StuAents

are rebelling againrt the whole set-up. The atmosphere at Garfield was one

of tension, discontent, acting-out, and disruption, but most of all, general

malaise. Absenteeism and dropping out were high and hard on those left

behind. While they were bodily still there, these students went about the
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business of going to school listlessly, apathetically, mentally depressed.

Low morale cannot be brushed aside as not really getting at the cause of

the unrest, for once it is a fact of life, it in turn affects the best

designed course taught by the most sensitive, dedicated teacher. While the

physical location of child development was one cause of low enrollment, cur-

iously the separation of the preschool portable from the dispirited main

building was considered positive by the students who were enrolled--they

liked gettin3 away from it all. Low morale seemed to be causing not only

students to stay away from school but teachers as well. Turnover and trans-

fer in the last 2-3 years among faculty and administrators at Garfield were

said to be much higher than at other schools. Concomitant with a shifting,

diminishing body of students and faculty, those who remained in the situation

seemed isolated from one another. There was no sense of cohesion or solid-

arity at Garfield and despite its racially-mixed composition, blacks stuck

with blacks, white transfers with their own group, teachers with their

kind of teacher. Incidentally, the division of the school autumn 1970 into

two widely separated, noninteracting faculties can be expected to only widen

the gap between everyone at Garfield.

Much has been written and publicized about Garfield this spring and

sadly the following picture seemed valid: mutual mistrust and antagonism

between administration and faculty, frustration of teachers with students,

rules and regulations for everyone old-fashioned and ridiculous by today's

standards (e.g., contrast John Adams in Portland with Garreld,, and over-

whelming futility. rany students had not yet in life seen .t..nything work for

them so that hustling, making it anyway you can, finally becomes the only

way to overcome despair. If you can't help all that, what an you do? Ready?



The earth is facing a trial that ir-
volves the water you drink, the air
you breathe, the roads you drive
along, your hem*, the site of your
family and yoor outlook on life, What

we do about the crisis affects the way

youond yo live.

Biologists see three posribla

courses of action. The first involves

excepting pollution and adaptir3 to It.

Wan,' wording to Dr. Ren,i Dar*
of Rockefeller UM. mity, mean adapt

to ale ..at anything. I am sure that al,

can adapt to the diet, pollution and
noise of New York City and Chicago."

No:thorn Europeans' have adapted

to polluted air by dtvelopin4 chronic

Itmg diaeset; it Is the Ica;::r3 cause
el do.....th ie Itnzdend. Prop:* who live,

use (hi Cooing sky,Pane plant in

*tea have or:opted pmdoction-

nolvs by Faring td bearin;
Oa Indian reserretior_s air Aiwa-
eens have adapted to the spectacle ci

their chili:item starve g to deal%

AM the possibility et celspillg fn
the future? Prohasor Lemont Cole of

Cornell University says, c?.I I I insly, teat

the world can COMithla to prods e
and contuse es It 4oe: If we cut the

poptdstleo from Its prek-ot heal of
31/2 bIllles don to eon bilItoe.

Tbe stood possibility Is to retreat
to a piewsete, pet-technclos1111

oty. Some pollution protesters have

already tetablished commune. dal
ere Ilvb3isKifet terms. Thst tubskteoce

taunts* cooed toed the ret!re weld
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AVAILABLE AT iiME FILMED

It would place a Kilos people limit
on population.

And how many people can eve,
conceive of giving up tweraieth-cen-
hay comforts and safeguards? Dr. Lee

O. Dunridge, President Nixon.
mete adviser, told a conference in Loa

Angeles recently, R strongly reject
the idea that we have to destroy our
technological civilitation, deflate and

decrease the standard at living, to Im

prove the quality of life; There may .

be a font who would like to return to

the days of the caveman, but most of

ue believe that men lire healthier,
more pleasant lives than they did ten

thousand ruts ago, of etas one hun-

dred years sae

Scientists estimate that the world

population may grow to Ma oe sight

billion by the year 2000. To support
this number at a level that is both
human and Monett*, we will have to

look to a third possibility, a revolu-
tion In our way of life. The dries to-

ward an unpolluted America may
bring some of the hardest theism
you have ever had to make.

Yarn be a mom 04(.4,1 oonseater

avry day oi your life. Yoe bow all
about *voiding mattuesey throw-
awe". slag an as little as possible;
buy:n3 pteduda la ,ttturneble per`
age. As Pogo lays, "We have met the

totta, an) they Is to,"
But deal owes% Individual sit-

dee& nee Watt to some humane
et catalog polhotke he theft daily K



flyby," gays Professor Donald Man-
dell of Sarah Lawrence University.
"Humans produce 200 million pounds

of wastes year but the mining in.
dustry alone causes 1.1 billion tone'

You'll band together in consumer
groups. Demonstrations and consumer

boycotts have persuaded manufactur-
es to change designs, and have influ-
enced legislation. Organizations can
pressure distributors to eliminate use-

less packaging (individually-wrapped
crackers and slices of cheese, for ex-
ample). They can also prod lawmakers

to tax action and outright prohibition
of pollutants.

You may eat different fool. Subur-
ban vprawl limits the amount of land
used for crops. To increase the food
supply, some experts have suggested
growing fungi and algae as new sources

of protein ("The problem is that algae

now makes people gag"), duplicating
photosynthesis to make artifvial food,
or learning to use inedible ports of
food, like cellulose.

If you want more than two children,
you may hays to adopt them. It is oz.
peeled that if in the future each cou-
ple has two children or less, the
population will stay stable.

Many people consider population
control the most urgent aspect of ecol-

ogy. "Too many cars, too many fac-
tories, too much detergeot, too much
pesticide, inadequate sewage treat
meat plants, :oo little water, too much

carbon de be traced to
too many people," says Profeseor Paul

Ehrlich of Stanford University.
Not everyone agrees. "North Amer-

ke, use Soviet Union and Africa have
room to expand," says one *spelt

"The population problem Is real
and phony at the same time," says
Professor Mendell. "There is a 111111t

to the number of people that the earth
ten support, but no one knows what
ft is. I think that by the year 2000,
unit*, 'we have completely new
sources of food, we are certainly going

to have serious pioblems concerning
further population growth,"

Those less optimistic about new
means of growing food advocate popu-

lation control by contraception, abor-
tion and later marriage, which post-
pones the first child. It has been
suggested that the government tax
couples for each child instead of allow-

ing a deduction, or give a We credit
for each year a well-to-do couple is
childless and grant an allowance to
poor families who don't have children.

Limiting the population can nffact

your role as a woman. Anthropol-
ogist Margaret Mead says, "Women
cannot be rewarded by a lifetime of
housekeeping end childbearing. The
bulk of a woman's life will have to be

a public life. Houses wiltt, be smaller

and more convenient. They will have
built-in beds, benches, bookcases,

dressers. Paintings will be rented.
There will be no cellars or attics In

1 which to keep (continued on page 52)
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She didn't know why her hands

%veto shaking. Ridiculous. His were
slinking too, she noticed. And the way
ho was looking at her!

"We may have to take the situatine
slowly and let it build," she said.

"Would you say that conditions
were favorable?"

"Most favorable."
. "I will see you in exactly two weeks,

Linda. And you'll find a letter from
me when you get home."

"Wonderful."
"Lin -dal" her mother was calling

horn the hotel.
It was time to leave. Ho had not

kisses] hsr, or even readied for her
hand but she couln feel his presence.

"Good-bye for now," he whispered.
She didn't say good-bye. 411

ECOLOGY
oontiatted from page 47
possessions. To simplify housekeeping,
we'll take the washing machine out
of the kitchen, make it smaller, put
it in the bathroom for each person to
do his wash while taking a bath... .
There will be rental services for sheets
and towels. Entertaining will be taken
out of the home. People wilt use
public rooms for children's parties Ind
cocktails as we now do for weddings
and funerals. . . Women will use
more prepared foods. . . Gourmet
cooking will be restricted to Sunday."

You may have to revise your ideas
about work. Philosopher H. Beek-
minster Fuller has said, "We must do
t way with the absolutely specious no.
Nom that everybody has to earn a liv-
big. Instead of earning, there may be
learning, and education may come in
pulses throughout life."

If you live in the suburbs or a small
town, you'll be driving a different
kind of car. Since automobile exhaust
causes sixty percent of air pollution,
some suggest banning the internal
combustion engine in favor of a gas
turbine, a steam engine or an electric
motor. While all of these can work,
none is now practical.

"The fact is that no one has yet in.
vented a replacement for the internal
combustion engine that has adequate
performance, reliability and safety, or
that can be produced at a reasonable
cost and requires a minimum of main-
tenance," says Dr. DuBridge.

In the meantime, the automobile in-
*mutinied on mg, 84

dustry Is trying to develop a low-cmis-
sion engine, and Senator Gaylord Nel-
son of Wisconsin has introduced legis-
lation authorizing up to $50,000,000
to be spent on design. "This will be an
expensive research and retooling di-

- lemma for the automobile industry,
and in the end it is likely that future
cars will be more expensive and have
loss power," says Senator Alan Cran-
ston of California.

If you live in a congested city you
may (in without a car altogether. "The
car and the city just don't go together,"
says Jerry Kretchmer, chief of New
York City's Environmeet Protection
Administration. Studies conducted by
the Regional Planning Asiociation
show that pedestrians move three times
as fast as cars in midtown Manhattan.

Besides walking and bicycling rela-
tively short distances, wealthy or hur-
ried people may take taxis. But the
cabs will be half the conventional
length and have a top speed of forty
miles an hour. Beyond that, the answer
is good mass transit.

Reverend James W. Skehan, director
of Boston College' Environmental
Celitcr, doesn't think we cen ban the
automobile yet. "The public trues-
portation picture in big . American
metropolitan areas like New York and
Boston is pretty dismal in comparison
with that of any .good European city.
We lust don't have adequate mass
tranksortation, so it's senseless to talk
about asking or forcing isenple to give
up their ors.

"What all of us can do is to press our
legislators to apply some of the returns
from our gasoline taxes to subsidies for
mass transportation facilities. By law,
about a third of the cost of a gallon of
gas goes for taxes, and at present these
millions of dollsrs are poured right
beck into highway construction and
related highway services."

. You nay fly less. Heavy air traffic
has clogged existing airports, and the
creation of new ones would mean less
land for recreation and farming and
more noise for homes in their paths.

Short-haul air tripsthose of 254
miles or lessaccount for as much as
forty-disco percent of the traffic, yet
save very little time because of long
trips to the airport and landing delays. .

The Regional Planning Association has
suggested substitutes: speeding up
existing trains (American trains still
drag along at sixty to ninety miles per
hour, while a conventional French
electric locomotive achieved a speed of

building automated highways that
would plug in vehicles over an Auto-
matic guideway for a high-speed trip
between cities high-speed trains that
would move over an air cushion, and
trains propelled by a combination of
gravity and pneumatics.

The RPA also believes that "large
aircraft, far from being the bane that
some journalists make it to be, is one
of the strongest factors in reducing the
need for big airports."

You may use less air-conditioning,
fewer electrical gadgets. Air-condition-
ing is the biggest single cause of in-
creased consumption of electricity and
the need to build new power plants.
Mr. Kretchmer is against buildings
encased in glass and steel that demand
the use of air-conditioning, and Dr.
Maxis points out that no one yet knows
the effects of air-conditioning on bio-
logical rhythms.

The generation of power can cause
pollution as it employs the combustion
of fossil fuels (although New York's
Consolidated Edison Company has
shown that it is possible to cut back on
the emission of sulphur dioxide). Nu-
clear energy raises the danger of an
increased radiation level. Power pro-
duced either way results in residual
heal. Released in streams, it may kill
off fish. Released into the ocean, ft
may spoil the shore line.

You won't be using harmful pes-
ticides. The Denartment of Agriculture
has banned sill oonessential uses of
DDT by the end of 1070. A bill
before Congress proposes to forbid the
use of seven other rotentially harmful
chlorinated pesticides.

Will such a prohibition mean a horde
of insects or blighted crops? Agricul-
turists now are trying to develop dis-
ease-resistant plants and abandon the
use of sprays altogether.

You may find laundry and &Awash-
lag a little harder. Right no the poly-
phosphates, which comprise up to half
of laundry detergent and ninety per-
cent of dishwashing compounds, soften
water and keep dirt from redepositing.
llowsver, phosphates don't dissolve.
They nourish algae in the streams.
which then grow into vast green algae
mats; these suck oxygen from the
water and starve off the fish. Algae
also foul up beaches and give drink-
ing water an unpleasant taste.

Canada has already forbidder the
use of detergents with pher.phatei So
may the United States.



Chemists have synthesized a nitrogen-
based compound already being used in
a Swedish detergent. Another sub-
stitute, polyelectrolytes, contains only
carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, which
can be derived from natural sources
such as stuck, as well as from petro-
leum derivatives.

You may own fewer things. Instead
of owning two cars or perhaps three,
families may have to restrict themselves
to one oar or none in order to cut down
on air pollution. Outright prohibition
or enormous landing fees may eliminate
private planes (except In areas like
North Dakota and Montana) and thus
help prevent airport lams. There may
be a ban on the motorboat because it
creates noise, emits nil and disturbs the
water. Instead of vacation homes
owned by individuals, there may bo
group ownership or renting in order to
avoid ruined shore lines.

You may, return to old habits of
thriffi. People may save newspapers to
be recycled into newsprint; little boys
may once again earn pocket money by
collecting the deposit on returnable
beer and soda bottles. The old-style
returnable glass container makes about
nineteen trips to the market, rind at the
end, the bottle manufacturer melts the
material down to make new bottles.
Nonreturnable cans litter the high-
ways, contribute to the growth of gar-
bage heaps and cost an estimated ten
to sixty cents each to pick up.

Henry Ford II reports that new
"fragmentizing equipment . . . has led
to a substantial increase in the number
of retired cars processed for recovery
of iron, steel and other materials."

You may sec today's garbage become
tomorrow's product or industry. Cur-
really, it is cheaper to pour dirty chem-
icals and acids into the ground or the

s sea or to boil them away into the air,
than to extract the impurities. If the
law forbade dumping, the manufac.
tueer would either discontinue produc-
tion or recycle.

Garbage could also turn Into a useful
product. Professor Barry Commoner of

* Washington University, St. Louis, has
suggested the development of small.
scale -omposting plants to convert gar-
!rage into useful organic materials. Mr.
Kretchmer says, "In Europe they are
using refuse Incioeration as a source of
power.... The new incinerator at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard will convert gar-
begs fate steam."

money you s. re by bu)ing less and sav-
ing more may come in handy. Anti-
pollution devices may raise the cost of
plant construction, 1..id this will be
passed along to the consumer. The
automobile Indy stry already produces a
device that cuts down on emissions. It
costs $32 in a 1970 Chevrolet.

As the economist "Adam Smith"
says, In the manufacture of whatever
is necessary to cut down our contaitl
nants, there is a happy recourse for the
'manufacturer; raise the price."

You may pay higher taxes. Senator
Nelson has estimated that cleaning rip
the environment will cost the country
$275 billion over the next thirty years,
or as much as the country new spends
on defense in four years.

You may find more power in the
hands of the Federal gooernment.
States and localities, acting indepen-
dently, cannot coordinate policy on
land use, conservation, mineral re-
sources, packaging, dumping of gar.
bage and other pollutants. Federal
regulations will be needed to clean
up the environment, but they also
may, on occasion, abridge individual
freedom.

You may find yourself or your hus-
band changing occupations occasion-
ally. The removal of most hydrocar-
bons, carbon monoxide and nitrogen
oxide from automobile exhausts as
President Nixon has proposed requires
the removal of lead from gasoline.

No one knows bow such a change
will affect the lead industry. If lead
miners are put out of work, who
will feed their families? Such problems
of economic dislocation do not faze
Jerry Kretchmer: ". . . The economy
Is so resilient that I always think there
are ways to solve a problem."

Every time the government pro-
hihlts the manufacture of a product,
many people will be put out of
work. Either with government aid or
without it, they may have to retrain.

You may have fo reorder your prior -
files. According to Senator Nelson,
"American acceptance of the ecological
ethic will involve nothing kis than
achieving a transition from the con-
sumer society to a society of 'new cit-
Izeriship'a society that concerns itself
as much with the well-being of the
present and future generations as it
does with bigness and abundance. It is
an ethic whose yardstick for progress
should be: Is it good for people?"
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Human Ecology. As the preceding article from the July 1970 Ingenue,

a teenage girls magazine, illustrates, young people are paying greater atten-

tion to an increasing body of knowledge than the older generation--ecology.

As the implications of the ecological revolution are spelled out, home

economics educators should be saying, "But that's consumer education, foods,

child development, home management, etc." Indeed it is, because the home

is where for man the whole business of ecology begins--in his relationships

to other members of the household and to his home environment. But home

economists should accept that their area of concern is no longer so narrowly

defined as in the past--that home economics is not just a very limited piece

of a greater whole--but that it can legitimately broaden its sphere of influ-

ence within that greater whole. It is proposed that while the "Home and Fam-

ily Life Study .)fferings" described in the 1970-71 Garfield Program Planning

Guide proceed as planned, that Garfield's home economics teachers begin to

work with other faculties to establish a new curriculum in which their area

of compete ice is perhaps best described as human ecology.

To start with, those others might include the interior design instruc-

tor in the art program, social studies teachers of sociology, psychology,

and contemporary problems, the teachers of "Environmental Literature" and

"Health Education" (which covers "mental health, drug use, consumer health,

family life or sex education'), and most importantly, the biology faculty

who say they now emphasize "Ecology--biology dealing with the mutual rela-

tions between organisms and the world around them." Outside resources close

at hand (June 1970 Seventeen lists many agencies nationwide) include Prof.

Aldon D. Bell, director of U's Division of General and Interdisciplinary
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Studies where an ecology curriculum is sprouting, and William J. Stocklin,

director of the Northwest Environmental Education Center at Western Wash-

ington State College where a kindergarten through 12th grade environmental

education curriculum is beinr; developed. This Center is planning a model

workshop or autumn 1970 to train teachers. ..lommer quarter at Std Dr. Ronald

Millard in bioenginering taught /17-S X404 (3 credits), Environmen'.al Factors

and Ecology for Educational i?rograms, for teachers interested in establishing

ecological programs in public schools.

Cuidelines for the sub-areas under human ecology appropriate for

high school could start with a study of college home economics departments

which have already undergone the transition, e.g., the ilew !brk State College

of Human Ecology at Cornell University which 'focuses on the individual and

his reciprocal relationships with other men and te:!linolozy in the settings

most critical for human development: the family, home, and community." Of

appeal to Garfield teachers in this reorganized college has been the inclusion

of many programs dire:ted 'toward the problems of the disadvantaged in the

inne; city. The College has five departments: (1) Consumer Economics and

Public 2olicy, which has as its central concern the well-being of the con-

sumer in society; (2) Human Development and Family Studies, which emphasizes

the interaction of the individual and family with broader environmental in-

fluences such as neighborhood, school, and cultural groups; (3) Design and

Environmental Analysis, which applies knowledge from the social sciences,

physical sciences, and the arts to improve man's functional relationship

with his immediate physical environment; (4) Community Service Education,

which prepares professionals for community service in a variety of formal
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and informal teaching situations; and (5) human Nutrition and Food, which

seeks to improve man's knowledge of the relationships among food, nutrition,

and health.

Implicit in reorganizing traditional home ec in high school under the

rubric "human ecology" is rejection of traditional statutes which imply

that "houswife" an occupation and degrade women while subtly depriving

men by requiring that women alone must be exposed to management of resources,

personal and family relattens, etc. (Fathers are parents, too.) ExplLcit

shoald he the fact that human ecology is an academic discipline which may

nonetheless be linked with true vocational outcomes, e.g., Project FEAST

(Food Education and Service Training) makes food preparation legitimately

vocational. As has been suggested regarding development of an ecology cur-

riculum, FEAST is produced by cutting across departmental lines tapping home

economics, business-math, and. English. As the Seattle Times (July 16, 1970

said, "In effect, Project FEAST is a vocationally oriented program taught by

academically oriented teachers.' Nobody at Garfield expected Meal Menage-

mant to land him a job, but FEAST graduates can realistically expect such an

outcome.

One pozitive feature of the 1970-71 Program Guide is the distinction

between career-opportunity and other, "general' coursestruth in packaging

certainly ought to begin in the home economics department. Unfortunately,

the distinction was not maintained in a list of "Career Opportunities" where

misleadingly Consumer Education and Homemaking were included with FEAST and

Child Day Care. The other area the Guide singled out for vocational training

through home ec courses was fashion construction. The on-the-job work
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made the following suggestion: "A boutique could be set up by the fashion

construction classes. Here they could not only learn how to make clothes,

but how to set up a business and work with the public. The teacher would

work closely with the students and the students would be responsible for

handling the shop. Whatever profits were made could be split equally among

all workers. To get the store on its way a fashion assembly could be put

on. In the summer it might be possible to have students work in the shop

and get paid through the Neighborhood Youth Corps program. ' She also

supported the proposal to establish a day care program at Garfield for

children of faculty and students run by Garfield day care students which

the writer agrees would help solve several problems at the came time.

While the notion that child development at Garfield might lack rele-

vance for the disadvantaged was not borne cut, the home economics program

of 1969-70 as a whole did lack relevance, relevance for any school, relevance

for today. Cne of the general complaints students are making everywhere

about their education is that it has not kept pace with the rest of society.

It must be admitted that much of home economics observed at Garfield looked

little different from what was taught twenty years ago. The research

assistants particularly felt that the system had failed to realize that

knowing how to cook and sew is just not very important. in America today.

Ready-made meals and clothes are che&per than doing it from scratch. As

homemaking skills, cooking and sewing are no longer considered vocational

but avocational, and indeed the students involved in these classes were

doing it because to them it was fun. As the male chairman of home economics
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at Central Washington State College recently said:

There is a danger, I believe, that home economics may
be relegating itself to the periphery of the family life
movement, concerned mainly with matters of food and
clothing and the management of woman's time and domestic
skills. But in the second half of the twentieth century
these are not the fundamentals of family living. Teach-
ing girls how to cook and sew is no more "education for
family living' than training boys in carpentry and how to
fix the toaster. (Baker, 1969)

At the same time that some subject matter seemed clung to after it

had outlived its usefulness, other areas hadn't taken on a broader prospec-

tive and grown when they should have. ?resumably this recognition prompted

both this autumn's addition of Consumer Education I and II and the designa-

tion of I as part of the state requirement. Spending is not only a matter

of individual and family well-being, but of the welfare and stability of

society as well. Not only should society's needs have a greater influence

on what is taught as academic home economics, but on vocational training

as well. If there is a need for finely sewn, expensive, individually

Tailored clothes (which there now is and will continue to be in our affluent

society), then train boutique craftsmen. But don't teach sewing because

it has always been in the curriculum, ignoring the vocational possibilities

or lack thereof.

It is essential, above all, for educators themselves
to say "no" to the feminine mystique and face the fact
that the only point in educating women is to educate
them to the limit of their ability. Women do not need
courses in "marriage and the family' to marry and raise
families= they do not need courses in homemaking to make
homes. But they must study science--to discover in
science; study the thought of the past--to create new
thought; study society--to pioneer in society.
(Friedan, 1963, p. 354)
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While home economists would quarrel with this point of view, they

cannot argue its current vogue among young people. As long as home economics

is seen as preparation for being a housewife and young women are saying "I

don't want to be ;lust a housewife,' enrollment in home ec courses will

decline, and the issue of relevance will be real. Feichtner (1969) found

in a sample of high school women that only 7% saw home economics as training

to earn a living; the rest had the preparation-for-homemaking image. As

to why there were not more college home economics majors, she concluded

that high school home ec teachers were having little influence on their

pupils. At the secondary level it is therefore important to develop true

vocational programs having appeal for both sexes. Needed are aides and

technicians in the areas of health, social welfare, recreation, outdoor

management, appliance repair, hotel/restaurant, community service, day care

education, etc.

The academic and applied research image cf home economics has also

suffered because of the growth of women's magazines and the popularization

of its subject matter, and because manufacturers on their products and

advertising on TV have taken teaching on themselves. But academicians

themselves have become enmeshed in the minutia of homemaking. Think of

the impression created by the curious co-ed who looks up Home Economics

in Miss library card catalog. She is told to see also:

Cookery
Cost and standard cf living
Dishwashing
Entertaining
Food
Furniture
Heating
House furnishings

Household appliances
Household appliances, elec.
Household linens
household pets
Laundry
liarketing

needlework
Receipts

Why shouldn't she say,"Is that all there is?'

Servants
Sewing
Storage in the home
Ventilation
Visiting housekeepers
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Homemaking knowledge and skills exist in varying degrees in everyone

over three. In requiring a year of home economics of every female student,

the system ignores the great individual differences in competence in the

home among students. Wot only should instrucion become even more individ-

ualized, but a comprehensive examination should be constructed, the passing

of which should satisfy the state requirement until it is done away with.

Examples of such tests used in evaluation and for advanced placement may

be found in: Denver 7ublic Schools. Evaluation devices in home economics

for junior high school. Denver, Colorado: Denver PublD.c Schools, 1963.

Education for the Disadvantaged: Should It Be Different? Garfield

teachers were continually confronted with students who wouldn't do the

following things: come to class, be on time, stay the entire class period,

read the text, participate in class discussion, do homework assignments,

take tests, respect the rights of others for quiet or a civil exchange,

eat only in the lunchroom, clean up, etc., etc. The teachers appeared to

have passively accepted these negative behaviors about which they may

have known, but with which they obviously were not taught to cope.

Garfield teachers were continually confronted with students who felt

the following ways: worthless, stupid, inferior, ugly, helpless, bad,

talentless, etc. Teachers felt compassion in the face of such personal

despair and praised wherever they could and denied whenever they could

to students that students should feel so hopeless. While immediate reward

is obviously necessary to break down a self-image of failure as is the expec-

tation of success in students, sometimes teachers were condescending and

patronizing without wanting to be and without knowing that they were. Witness

the number of students who graduated in June without having been in attendance

half the time.
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On the one hand teachers did not seem to he able to avoid developing

a missionary attitude at Garfield, as one research assistant said, "Many

of these teachers are operating on the principle that they are doing these

students a favor," while students were unable to suppress their culture in

which "the hero is by and large the brother who messes with the system and

gets away with it." Students should be made more and more a part of the

system so that messing is more obviously self-destructive. Disadvantaged

teaching has to be different, as anyone who has taught at or observed in

a school like Garfield knows. The problem is how to have programs to deal

with the "special needs of the disadvantaged" without the negative slur

and condescension that attend words like culturally deprived and under-

privileged? How can you enrich someone without thinking of him as deficient?

Three recommendations appear repeatedly in the literature on this problem:

changing the school in line with student dernds, in-service training for

all school personnel in minority history, recruitment of experienced min-

ority teachers. Teaching methods are only right if students learn.

Teachers should not be afraid of charges of incompetence, lax discipline,

overrelevance. If students learn better by nontraditional techniques, such

changes are not vulgar nor condescending.

Parting Comment. Fleck (1970), chairman of home economics at New

York University, said the 1970's will require home economics educators to

be flexible, alert to change, and innovative. "Professionally, there will

be a strong focus on the team approach, especially in education, dietetics,

social welfare, and in industry. Home economists must define clearly their

unique contribution to a team and communicate this convincingly to other

team members. In this way their place on the team will not readily be
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challenged and the image of home economics will be enhanced." (p. F-29)

By staking their claim in the domain called ecology, high school home

economics teachers can bring new life to an (Ad field dedicated to

meeting human needs and best utilizing the world's resources.
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